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A letter from the president,

PRSSA-UD Semester Kicks Off

Stepping into the role of president this year, I set several
goals for our Chapter. The goals did not just include numbers
and increasing our membership or increasing our attendance
rates at events and meetings. I wanted to see PRSSA-UD
grow into an organization that fosters public relations knowledge, experience and genuine member relationships. I hoped
that our new and returning members would consider PRSSAUD a place where they can gain real world knowledge and
make lasting connections between peers, executive board
members and professionals.

Resume Skill Slam
In Memory of Robin Williams
Social Media and Elections
Fall Field Trip to iHeartMedia
Annual Night With the Pros
Taylor Swift’s ‘1989’ Social Media Win
Ebola and Crisis Communication

Our semester kicked off with a record-breaking attendance of more than 100 students
Top 4 Marketing Campaigns of 2014
packed into a small Gore Hall classroom, eager to hear from our first speaker. A large
majority of those members during that meeting in September have attended every meeting since and their dedication continued to grow which marked an even larger accomplishment for our Chapter.
Another large achievement for PRSSA-UD this semester was sending a total of eight members to the PRSSA 2014 National Conference in Washington D.C. this past October. For the third consecutive year, our Chapter was a recipient of the Star Chapter
Award, granted to Chapters who have met specific Chapter and professional development goals. Our attendees enjoyed four days
of networking with other PRSSA members, hearing from several public relations professionals and of course, visiting of the beautiful monuments of Washington D.C.
We also continued our partnership with the University of Delaware’s Horn Program in Entrepreneurship by offering an internship
for the spring semester, granted to one PRSSA-UD member. In addition, our members traveled to iHeartMedia Inc., owner of
more than 1200 radio stations in the U.S., with local stations including, 94.7 WDSD and News Radio 1450 WILM. Our members
enjoyed talking to several employees who manage social media, event planning and other radio programs.
With on overall successful semester, a large majority of our members have formed friendships and connections not only with their
peers but also with the executive board, thanks to our internal mentor-mentee program, organized by our vice president of professional development. Our Chapter also continues to grow with annual networking events, participation with our local PRSA Delaware Chapter, and our engaging Skill Slams.
As president, I want to thank our members, faculty advisor, local professionals, sponsors and the executive board for a successful
fall semester!
All the best,

Natalie Hines
Chapter president
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The Start to a Great Semester: PRSSA-UD
For most clubs, the first
meeting of the semester is
simply an introduction of
what is to come. The president goes into detail of what
the club is and what it does
and the executive board (if
there is one) introduces
themselves. However, as a
pre-professional society,
PRSSA-UD runs differently
than other clubs and organizations on campus.

experience came through the
help of PRSSA-UD.

On campus, PRSSA has two
different types of meetings: general
and Skill Slam. General meetings
are when members are treated to a
guest speaker and learn more about
the professional world. Skill Slams
are meetings where students put
their skills to the test. Students
learn tips for constructing crisis
plans, networking and creating the
resume. Typically, the type of
meeting alternates every other
week.

semester was on Sept. 8, 2014.
President Natalie Hines gave us
an overview of PRSSA and we
were introduced to the executive
board for this academic year. This
year, the executive board is Natalie Hines, Nicole Sullivan, Laura
Hepp, Keri Betters, Sydney
Scheiner, Allison Lane, Katherine Bartell, Allie Kory, Elizabeth Coulbourn, and Katerina
Vlitas. After we were introduced to
our hardworking executive board,
One of the perks of being involved it was time to meet the week’s
with PRSSA-UD is the abundance guest speaker, Laura Woodin.
of guest speakers who are invited
in. Guest speakers are profession- Laura Woodin was a great guest
als in the communications and pub- speaker to start off the semester
with a bang. It’s always a nice feellic relations world. Members are
ing to realize you and a guest
welcomed every other week by
professionals who tell their stories, speaker have something in common. It was special having Woodin
provide tips, and are more than
talk to us, Blue Hen alumna to
happy to network with you! It’s
Blue Hen student. While studying
always interesting to hear someat UD, Laura was also a member of
one’s story of how he/she got involved in the industry and hear all PRSSA-UD. It’s encouraging to
hear from someone who was in
about his/her journey.
your shoes not so long ago. She
Our first general meeting of the
even shared that her first internship
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Laura Woodin attributes
being able to balance family
and work to passion. Laura
told us that passion and dedication always “shines
through.” PRSSA is made up
of students of different ages
and we all have many things
on our minds, but it is nice to
hear there is a way to balance
work and family and you can
have success in both.
At the end of her presentation,
Woodin answered questions from
the audience and interacted with
our members. She treated us a professionals and not just as college
students. In addition, Woodin told
us to reach out to her. All of the
guest speakers we have had this
semester encourage us to continue
communication and to network
with them. Overall, Laura Woodin
did a great job starting our semester off.
By: Brett Blee

{Create a First Rate Resume – From Font to Future}
You are still in college-- maybe one of the best times in
your life! Stressing for the job world can wait for a few
years. So who needs resume? You do. It is beneficial to
start building a resume as soon as you can. By doing so,
you can prepare yourself and land the job of your dreams
One of the challenges in writing a resume is to clearly and
concisely summarize your best
accomplishments, skills and experience in just a single sheet of
paper. Usually, employers spend
a mere 30 seconds reading a resume and then make a fit-or-nofit decision. Therefore, a wellstructured resume is important to
help you to stand-out than other
applicants.

plishment in the experience (about how help and change
the company). This will help you add value to the experience. Include percentage or number to explain your accomplishment. Tips: Be proactive! Measure your own results
through the internship or ask for help from a manager
or supervisor in the internship.
Highlight leadership abilities, commitment and contributions to the activities. Include the activities relevant to the job you want to apply.
Write about your additional knowledge, such as computer programs,
speech writing, picture or video editing. Include the skills helpful for the
job you want to apply to. You can
also add awards if it can’t be added
to a previous section in the resume.
A few professional tips:
Proof-read! Even the smallest typo can affect an employer’s decision for the job.
Ask at least three other people to read your resume and
ask for their first impressions and opinions of the
resume.
Save the document as both a PDF and Word document.
Be prepared to adjust your resume for each application.
Save the document in a proper and professional name.
Include your full name and time (year, or month
and year) when the resume is written. For example:
“Jane Anastasia Resume 2014.”
Learning how to write a resume can prevent stress with
a job application. Enjoy college, but fill it with activities
or leadership roles that will help land your dream job! It is
important to take time to follow these steps and make the
employers see the best impression of you.

On Sept. 29, 2014, PRSSA-UD’s Vice President of Professional Development, Laura Hepp, organized a
monthly event called a Skill Slam. This time, the Skill
Slam brought a discussion about how to write a prepared
resume with explanations for what to and what not to do in
a resume.
In the header, write your name big and bold. Include basic
contact information, such as your permanent and temporary
address, cell phone, and email. Tips: Create an email account with a professional name. It can make you look more
professional and help you to organize your email so it will
not be mixed with your personal email you use for another
purpose.

In the body, organize into categories such as education,
professional experience, activities or leadership experience,
additional skills and awards. List the university, major, minor, expected graduation date and degree, but know your
audience! Carefully look at the job description provided by
By: Linda Wijaya
the company and see which education information is
needed.
Include internship or work experiences. Write the sentence
using past tense, except if you are still working. The most
important thing in this section is to highlight your accom3

The Day Laughter Died:
In Memory of Robin Williams
From the loveable Genie to the crazy Mrs. Doubtfire, we’ve seen many different sides of actor Robin Williams. His
movies were known to come with a guaranteed laugh. However, there was one side he kept hidden from the world. It
was full of dark, depressing thoughts eventually leading to his suicide. A death that silenced laughter.
Only 24 short minutes after Robin Williams was pronounced dead, New York Times released an article that filled people
everywhere with sadness. Remarks such as “He seemed so happy” and “We should have appreciated him more” flooded
social media sites such as Twitter, Facebook and Instagram, along with pictures of Williams and the many characters he
portrayed in movies.
Celebrities instantly took to the Internet to express condolences. Jennifer Lopez posted a picture of her and Williams on
Facebook with the caption, “He brought light to every room he entered & was a true comedic genius.” Meanwhile, Williams’ good friend, Billy Crystal, simply tweeted, “No words.” Within minutes, there were over 60,000 tweets regarding Robin Williams.
Because of the way society is today, Williams’ family wasn’t alone during this time. Not only did they receive tweets, emails and Facebook messages full of condolences, but the trending Twitter hash-tag #RobinWilliamsWillLiveOnForever
ensured them what they already knew in their hearts. It didn’t matter the color of your skin, what language you spoke or
how much money was in your pocket. Everyone was truly saddened by the loss of comedic genius, Robin Williams.
Social media allowed everyone to come together to mourn.
However, like every Twitter trend, the hash-tag slowly faded out. After about a week, the number of tweets regarding
Robin Williams drastically decreased. People moved on and talked about other things. This is not the case for Williams’
family. Unlike those who only knew Robin from his popular movies, Williams’ family still grieves. They still have to
face holidays, birthdays, anniversaries and other milestones in life without a husband, father, son and friend. This isn’t
just a weeklong trend for them.
When tragic events occur, our instincts have become to open our mobile phone applications and join the conversation on
Twitter, Facebook or Instagram. We’ve turned the grieving process into something that can be completed in a day. Although social media allows us to grieve together, it also diminishes just how hard the loss truly is.
By: Samantha Stinchcomb
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The Critical Roles of Social Media and Smartphones
in the 2014 Midterm Election
“You would have been laughed at in a
room if you talked about Twitter strategies,” says former Obama Digital Campaign director Teddy Goff in his
“Digital Campaign” talk as part of the
UD National Agenda series. Obama’s
success in the 2012 presidential election is
accredited to Goff’s digital campaign strategy. With the midterm 2014 elections finished, it is clear that once again, social
media and mobile technology played key
roles in winning over voters’ hearts and
minds.
The reason behind social media’s influence
in 2014 political campaigns is people’s
increased reliance on digital tools to provide information on candidates. A study
done by the Pew Research Center reveals
that while only 6 percent of voters followed candidates on social media in 2010,
16 of 2014 voters were likely to track the
activities of politicians online. At the same
time, 28 percent of voters get their election
news coverage from their mobile devices.
The Washington Post also found voters
admitted what they read online influences
how they vote. These findings emphasize
the significance of projecting a positive
online image to the larger amounts of voters active in the virtual sphere.
Why are so many voters turning to social
media as their source of information on
political candidates? It is human nature to
want connections to others, and social media creates an instant feeling of connection
to a seemingly untouchable politician. By
following politicians on social media, people feel they are seeing an authentic representation of each candidate without traditional media attempting to paint them in a
certain light. Thus, it is important for politicians to establish social media presences
to maintain an authentic image of someone
who wants to connect with and listen to
their voters.
Recognizing the need for an effective
online presence, both Republicans and
Democrats utilized social media in order
to gain trust and give voters a voice.

According to ShareThis, Republicans
maintained a more active presence on
Facebook while Democrats were more
active on Twitter. Delaware Senator Chris
Coons, for example, used his Twitter account to interact directly with his voters,
sending tweets to them on Election Day
thanking them for voting. Meanwhile in

the Midwest, Arkansas politicians established hashtags allowing citizens to tell
politicians what causes they cared about
and what changes they wanted to see in the
government. Some of the hashtags used
were #ARSEN for the senate election,
#ARGOV for the governor and
#ARElections for general information and
coverage surrounding the elections, providing a diverse amount of places for voters to express concerns and be heard.

At the same time politicians were maintaining active social media presences,
other campaign managers integrated traditional strategies with new social technologies. While social media is a great way to
engage with target audiences, campaign
managers recognize that face-to-face interactions with voters are critical to a candidate’s success. Republican organizations
in North Carolina like the Americans for
Prosperity spent millions of dollars on
data collection tools. When Republican
canvassers went to have these critical real
-life interactions, they were equipped with
data-infused smartphones and tablets to
make the process more efficient. Apps
were developed to help target whichever
person a canvasser was trying to persuade. Due to the instantaneous nature of
digital communication, people could send
voter’s campaigns right to headquarters in
order to change the strategy to appease
the target audience.

Investments in social media and smartphone use paid off in the 2014 elections.
Chris Coons won the race for Senate in
Delaware, Arkansas politicians connected
directly with the people they represent,
Republicans swept the vote in North Carolina and countless Facebook users proudly
posted “I Voted” statuses on Election Day.
These campaigns were successful because
they tapped into the human sides of soSocial networking sites, too, tried to create cial media and mobile devices to engage
user conversations about the elections aim- and interact with voters that create coning to increase voter participation and turn- nections, satisfying a natural need of the
out. Facebook and Google in particular
human population. By connecting with
teamed up with the Get to The Polls provoters, people felt like they mattered to
ject to help voters locate the nearest pollpoliticians that were seemingly so above
ing station in their area. On Election Day, them in the American political hierarchy.
Facebook also placed a banner on top of
Yet back in October, Teddy Goff acknowlthe News Feed reminding users about
edged, “People are just people.” Goff
Election Day and encouraging sharing with
recognizes if politicians and campaign
their networks that they voted. Similarly to
managers treat voters like people on social
Arkansas politicians, Twitter created an
media and utilize smartphones to learn
#Election2014 dashboard as a place for
more about what voters are looking for in
voters to follow politicians, voice opinions
candidates, they will get the results they
and see what other voters were talking
want on Election Day.
about.
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Fall Field Trip:
PRSSA-UD Hearts iHeartMedia
On Monday, Nov. 3, members of PRSSA-UD who attended the fall field trip were greeted warmly—a sign that
read “Welcome!” with a picture of our chapter’s logo sat
on the counter as we entered iHeartMedia’s New Castle,
Delaware office.
We toured the office,
and one room was the
studio for 94.7 WDSD,
Delaware’s top country
radio station. DJ Sky
Phillips showed us how
he chooses what songs
to play and spoke on
air. The members all
found it very neat that
what we were experiencing in the studio
was actually also playing live on the radio.
We also learned that there is some truth in the common
complaint that the radio always plays the same songs. Sky
explained to us that the top five songs on the charts get
played on a rotation every three hours.

no two days are the same at her job because she technically has two titles and therefore is constantly busy. When
asked what she likes better-coordinating events and promotions or designing and managing the website/social media-she said that the web design component is more of her
specialty but she enjoys taking on both job titles.
Both of the women emphasized the importance of working
hard. Amanda said her work never really ends, and even
when she’s out of the office, she always has her phone and
laptop with her. They also said that they love how their
jobs require them to be out at different events and going
different places, rather than sitting in an office all day.
They also mentioned the level of girl power within iHeartMedia—Amanda said her boss in New York City is a
woman and her boss is, too, and many other women in
higher positions are as well. This was very good for those
of us on the trip to hear, as all of us were women ourselves!
Planned by PRSSA-UD’s Assistant Program Director,
Katerina Vlitas, our visit to iHeartMedia was a huge success. This year’s fall field trip turned out to be very infor-

Chapter president Natalie Hines requested that he play
Taylor Swift, and Sky promptly chose “Red” by the popular country singer to play for listeners.
Along with 94.7 WDSD, iHeartMedia’s New Castle office
is also home to Mix 92.9 WRDX, Fox Sports 1290 AM,
and 1450 Newsradio.
Next, we moved onto a different room to hear from our
tour guide Anastasia Kincaid, the Digital Content and
Promotions Director, and Amanda, a regional sales
manager who handles three other markets besides Wilmington: Salisbury, MD; Springfield, MA; and Worcester,
MA. The two young women, both in their early 20’s, described their jobs and how they got to where they are now.
Anastasia received a degree in media design from Wilmington University and stressed the importance of internships while in college to gain experience. She also reminded us that inspiration can come from anywhere. She
said she realized what she wanted to study back in the
Myspace days when she would design layouts for her site.

mative and interesting. Also, they mentioned their office is
always looking for interns—so check out the website,
www.iheartmedia.com, if you are interested!
By: Allison Knouse

Anastasia said that
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Night With the Pros
In the beautifully lit David Lerner Atrium on Thursday,
Nov. 20, students and public relations professionals gathered for a night of networking, snacking and mingling.
Night With the Pros, also known as NWTP, is one night of
the fall semester dedicated for PRSSA-UD members to put
their learned professional skills to use and engage with successful public relations experts. Throughout the semester,
members have learned various networking tips and tricks
from Skill Slams, general meetings, the Fall Field Trip and
through the mentor-mentee program.

attendees were welcome to engage with each other and discuss key takeaways and concepts. Janelle Bentley, a
devoted junior member, won a University of Delaware
pad folio for tweeting the best
and most original content.
Bentley was very excited and
said, “This is the greatest experience! I never win anything
and this is ‘life-changing’.”

When the presenters finished,
Night With the Pros is an event intended to let students
there was an hour-long session
gain some insight into different areas of the public relations of the night devoted to networld while hearing from professionals with ‘real world’
working with fellow Chapter
experience. This night aims to allow members to connect
members, as well as Frisch,
with the speakers and broaden their networks for future
Braude and Fella to ask more
business advice. Sydney Scheiner, PRSSA-UD’s
questions and receive further
program director, planned the entirety of NWTP, down to advice. Attendees continued to
the cheese, crackers and finger sandwiches served with
snack on the spread of hors
light refreshments. She flawlessly brought her vision for
d’oeuvres while swapping
business cards, resumes and
the event to life.
contact information. This part of the night was filled with
The executive board and fellow members of PRSSA-UD
high energy and relationship building.
gathered in the Atrium and socialized while becoming familiar with the speakers’ backgrounds from a biographical Night With the Pros successfully wrapped up the end of an
pamphlet handed out upon entry. Gary Frisch, founder of eventful fall semester with PRSSA-UD and presented the
Swordfish Communications, spoke first and discussed
Chapter with helpful insight for future internships, careers,
what it’s like to own his own small PR company. Rosie
classes and professional interests. It is a beneficial opportuBraude, Communication Specialist at her alma mater,
nity and an incredible event because of the eagerness of
Rowan University, highlighted several exciting and inter- public relations professionals to want to help out current
esting experiences she has had while working with public
students and future public relations experts continue their
relations and social media for the college. Jill Fella of The success at the University of Delaware as undergraduates.
Real Charitable Housewives’ Delaware Chapter spoke
about her experience of coming together with several stayBy: Katherine Moran
at-home moms to do charity work and raise awareness,
which turned into an even greater philanthropic organization.
Throughout the three speakers’ presentations, there were a
few common pieces of advice given: do above and beyond
of what’s asked of you, know how to set yourself apart
from the rest, be passionate and be flexible -- don’t take no
for an answer. These tips are the top qualities employers
today look for in a prospective intern and could be deciding
factors on if a student lands an internship.
Members at the event were encouraged by Keri Betters,
PRSSA-UD’s public relations director, to participate in a
live-tweet contest. By using the hash-tag #NWTP,
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1989: A New Name in the Swift Household
Taylor Swift’s Social Media Win
The girl with perfect blonde curls who was once moping on her bedroom floor about Drew now belts pop anthems
riddled with independence and ability.
Taylor Swift recently transformed her image using her newest album: 1989. Previously, Swift has released music showcasing her situation being “better off”
without negative others in her life, namely others of the male species, like her
song “We Are Never Getting Back Together.” In this song, Swift sings about
how, no matter the circumstances, she will stay single and succeed without said
person. However, in her single “Shake It Off” from the album 1989, Swift showcases a new side of her autonomy. She details how she is now extremely selfconfident in her decisions and how she is unaffected by the media buzz she receives about her dating and social life.
The album 1989 is receiving major publicity. Her 1989 tour has been selling out
faster than any of her past tours including Red and Speak Now, grossing over $150 million over the course of her 86
performances. One of the keys to the immense succession of 1989 was Swift’s purposefully suspenseful social media posts.
In order to promote her new pop album, Taylor Swift utilized her Instagram, Tumblr, Twitter, talk show opportunities, and small concert sessions. Leading up to thee 1989 release on Oct. 27, 2014, Swift posted picture “clues” on
Instagram to help her 12 million followers guess the title of the album. The cryptic images created a great deal of
buzz regarding the album and had people guessing and talking; publicizing the album for Swift.
Regarding Twitter, the 24-year-old artist used it to countdown to the release with her fans, announcing when it was
said amount of hours until the release. In addition, Swift appeared on Jimmy Kimmel, The Ellen Show, and Good
Morning America just days before the release of 1989. On Jimmy Kimmel, she performed a song from the album,
not yet released, called “Out of the Woods” for a small crowd on Hollywood Boulevard. This now-pop sensation
also performed a concert for 89 fans on top of the Empire State Building, singing “Welcome to New York” on the
day of the 1989 release. In regards to her upcoming World Tour, which was announced on Nov. 3, Swift will sing
for audiences as small as 14,000 people.
The immense amount of publicity Swift created for this album through her
social media and other creative outlets has the album on track to sell over 1.2
million copies in its first week, paving the way for Swift’s sparking new pop
career, and leaving the world eager to follow her on this journey.

By: Marissa Roney
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Ebola and its Crisis Communication Responses
Ebola ravaged West Africa in 2014, raising global public health, political and economic implications. The outbreak highlighted the importance of crisis communication to not only protect lives, but mitigate misinformation and safeguard public trust. The responses to Ebola this year will provide case studies in effective messaging and crisis management.
The Centers for Disease Control (CDC), America’s foremost health agency, responded swiftly to the 2014 Ebola outbreak in West Africa by providing information through multiple methods. First, the CDC created a series of infographics
on topics such as how Ebola spreads and the readiness of U.S. hospitals to deal with an outbreak. These short, brightly
colored graphics were easily comprehensible to the general public. Infographics are great tools in the fields of communication and public health because they digest complex information and present it in a simple, visually arresting format,
increasing the likelihood that people will read and remember it.
The CDC also issued frequent news releases to provide breaking information about the epidemic, as well as fact sheets
on Ebola and its implications. The CDC wisely took a calm, collected tone on the Ebola outbreak, never treating it a
cause for hysteria. Research shows that health stories framed as a crisis or epidemic may unintentionally activate prejudice against the affected populations (Saguy, 2014). By avoiding alarmism, an agency can maintain public confidence
and the integrity of its future messages (British Medical Journal, 2010).
In contrast, Texas Health Presbyterian Hospital Dallas (THPHD) went through the public relations wringer in response
to their September treatment of Thomas Eric Duncan, the first person to die of Ebola in the United States. Though faced
with the daunting task of treating a rare, deadly virus, they made glaring errors in their communications responses. The
hospital flip-flopped on its reasons for not knowing that Duncan had recently been in Liberia, initially blaming staff miscommunication, then issues with their electronic health records (Johnson, 2014). In trying to rapidly provide information, the hospital made a common crisis communications mistake – distributing misinformation, with the effect of eroding public trust.
THPHD further compounded their poor crisis communication strategy. In early October, the hospital had yet to explain
why Duncan was released prematurely. The hospital’s Chief of Critical Care, Dr. Gary Weinstein, testified before a state
senate health committee that they would not give an explanation until the hospital completed a full review (Johnson,
2014). He provided no timeline for that review, showing a lack of transparency. Finally, the hospital provided little comment on how flawed safety procedures allowed two of their nurses to contract Ebola (Sack, 2014). THPHD hired global
public relations firm Burson-Marsteller to help repair their once-sterling reputation (Sack, 2014).
More numerous than cases of Ebola itself were tweets about the virus, ranging from the serious to the insensitive. Users
grouped conversations about Ebola under hashtags including #Ebola,
#EbolaWatch, #EbolaOutbreak, and #EbolaVirus. Callous hashtags also
arose, such as #ReplaceMovieTitleWithEbola. Social media analytics
company Crimson Hexagon found 4.2 million global tweets that used the
word “Ebola” or #Ebola between August 31 and September 30 (Rice,
2014). The number of tweets rose dramatically on September 30, when
officials announced that Thomas Eric Duncan had the first diagnosed
case of Ebola in the United States. The tweets on and shortly after this
date were overwhelmingly emotional or negative in tone (Rice, 2014).
Though tweets provided a gauge for Americans’ opinions about Ebola and its handling, they did not reflect the progression or threat of Ebola worldwide. The Twitter-sphere exploded in late September with responses to Duncan’s Ebola
diagnosis. That same week, few tweets devoted attention to the most recent death tolls from Ebola – over 3,000 people
(Rice, 2014). The number of Ebola-related tweets actually declined as the death toll from Ebola increased (Lee, 2014).
Twitter provided revealing insights into Americans’ level of concern about Ebola and their detachment from its increasing severity.
The 2014 Ebola outbreak highlighted many barriers to effective crisis communication, none of which are new. During
the 2009 swine flu outbreak, the U.S. faced misinformation, lack of hospital preparedness, and public outcry (McNeil,
2010). By learning from public health crises, public relations professionals can shape future discourse on these
events. Effective responses can replace fear with fact, and ignorance with understanding.

By: Madeline Brooks
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The Top 4 Marketing Campaigns of 2014
As 2014 comes to an end, it is time to
reflect on the year’s media campaigns
that made lasting impressions.
Through them, we can learn a great
deal about how to engage audiences.
Successful campaigns all have one
thing in common: sentimental value.
Engaging consumers through emotions creates a deeper, lasting and relevant connection, while also making a
company stand out in a competitive
media world. Whether the campaign
makes the viewer experience fear, sadness, excitement or love, it finds success in making sentimental connections between the consumer and the
product through intense emotional
arousal. Here are the Top 4 Campaigns of 2014.

promoting their beer. The commercial
follows the pair through their relationship, beginning with the dog as a
puppy. The commercial takes a turn
when the man goes out drinking with
his friends and does not come home at
night. The emotional investment in
their relationship makes the audience
connect to the dog. The audience fears
the owner will not return. “For some,
the waiting never ends,” appears on
screen as the dog whimpers. When the
owner returns, the audience experiences relief. Budweiser’s campaign is
effective because they create a good
reputation for themselves by supporting no drinking and driving. Even
though they want people to drink their
beer, the commercial shows Budweiser caring about the safety of their
1. Go Pro Hero 4- The Adventure of
customers. They teach a lesson while
Life in 4K
simultaneously promoting their prodThe Go Pro Hero 4 commercial begins uct. Budweiser comes out on top as
with, “Life is either an incredible ad- the “good guy” in this campaign,
venture, or it’s nothing at all.” The
which is what helped them become
commercial combines footage taken
successful in 2014.
by Go-Pro users from all around the
3. “Water is Life” Campaign
world. Shots range from car racing in
Japan to ice pickers in Antarctica. The Water is Life ensures consumers are
combination of incredible footage
emotionally invested in their campaired with intense music brings topaign by using true and compelling
gether the far corners of the world. Go stories. Water is Life, an organization
-Pro makes their audiences want to
that works to bring drinkable water to
explore the experiences of the world, villages in third world countries, crebut not without their product to capated a campaign using impoverished
ture it all. The commercial inspires
children to raise awareness about the
individuals to see and experience what lack of water and money in their comis out there. The audience forgets they munities. Of the many commercials
are watching a commercial because
they created, the “Four Year Old’s
they are engaged. Go-Pro’s use of
Bucket List” commercial was their
emotional stimulation creates a lasting best. It featured a four-year-old boy
impression on their consumers, putfrom Kenya, whose chances of living
ting their “Adventures of Life” campast five-years-old was slim, who
travelled around the world to complete
paign at the top for 2014.
several tasks on his bucket list. Tasks
2. Budweiser’s “Friends Are Waitincluded flying in a hot air balloon,
ing” Ad
driving a go-cart, and seeing the ocean
Budweiser created a commercial that for the first time. The purpose was to
followed the friendship of a man and ask for donations to support clean
his yellow lab to raise awareness
drinking water and to raise awareness
about drinking and driving, while also about how little these people have.
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The campaign made the audience feel
empathy, hope and sympathy for this
little boy, and also created a connection between him and the audience.
Watching how these tasks changed the
boy’s life made the audience want to
donate to give other boys like him a
chance at a happy life. Water is Life
was able to appeal to the humanitarian
in all of us, which drove them to success.
4. Ipad Air – Your Verse
Apple continues to surprise and stimulate viewers every time they announce
a new product. One of the most
thought provoking and emotionally
stimulating commercials was the Ipad
Air release commercial. They introduce their product as a channel for
people to pursue, analyze and spread
passion around the world in order to
form connections. The commercial
follows everyone from sumo wrestlers
to Navy Seals as they use the iPad air
to film, analyze and collect data about
their adventures. Like the Go-Pro
campaigns, the Apple campaigns capitalize on inspiration, hope and excitement. Apple highlights the technological innovations introduced that allow
people to explore aspects of their lives
no one ever thought possible.
Each of these campaigns stimulate
their audience by highlighting aspects
of the human race that people can connect to: helping others, feeling passion
and excitement, dealing with tragedy
and disease, exploring the world and
making meaning out of
life. Advertisers and marketers succeed in promoting their product when
commercials make you feel like you
are connected in some way to every
one else out there. The marketing
world is ever-changing, but as long
as a company is able to engage the
consumers, their campaign will be
successful.
By: Julia Fletcher

The Semesterly Writers:
Brett Blee
Madeline Brooks
Julia Fletcher
Allison Knouse
Paxton Mittleman
Katherine Moran
Marissa Roney
Samantha Stinchcomb
Linda Wijaya
Keri Betters, Editor and PRSSA-UD Public Relations Director
Natalie Hines, PRSSA-UD President

Thanks for a great semester, PRSSA-UD!
Keep in touch!

www.prssaud.com
@PRSSA_UD

/PRSSA.UD

#UDcommPR
#UDPRintern
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